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Welcome back to our wonderful college. 
 
A year ago we were reeling, and then recovering, from Irene.  The silver 
linings in those dark clouds were revealed in the spirit of our community and 
our state.  At Castleton we pulled together and completely recovered from 
the devastation of Irene.  We call it Spartan Pride.  I want to offer special 
thanks to VSC Chancellor Tim Donovan for his leadership in guiding the 
colleges through our IT challenges and for staying calm after the storm.  
Their offices have now moved to Montpelier, and life goes on. 
 
 
It is great to be with you again. Now in my second decade at Castleton, I can 
tell you that I have never been more excited about the college, and our 
future, than I am today.  We have assembled an amazing leadership team, a 
talented and dedicated faculty and staff, and the best students in the world. 
 
This is a special year in another way as well.  In December we will be 
celebrating the college’s 225th anniversary with the publication of a new 
book on Castleton’s history, and in September we will be celebrating the 50th 
anniversary of the inauguration of our nursing program.  I remember the 
wonderful celebration of our 40th year, and this one will be even better. 
 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
It has become our annual tradition to review our priorities and 
accomplishments at this event, and we begin with a celebration of 
employees who are new to our Castleton family and of unique achievements 
that deserve special recognition. 
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So it is my pleasure to begin with new employee introductions.  I was 
looking at the list and was very proud—Spartan Pride—that ????? of our 
new colleagues are recent Castleton alumni.   
 
New Faculty and Staff 
 
 

 

Introduce Tom Rutkowski, President of the Faculty Assembly  
 
Introduce Michael Shalginewicz, President of the Student Government 
Association 
 

Our recent practice at Convocation has been to announce the Employee 
of the Semester.  We will have a lot more to say later in a special 
celebration. 
 
 
Thank you, Mark, and we will be honoring you later in the semester. 
----------------------------------------------------- 
 
Commuter Student of the Semester 
 
Since I arrived at Castleton in 2001, it has been my practice to select a 
Commuter Student of the Semester, an award that also comes with a special 
parking space—mine—and an honor that can be added to a resume! 
 
Matt Kuchar 
 
------------------------------------------------ 
Outstanding Alumni Award 
 
Gary Quinn, Treasurer of the Alumni Association Board, and chair of the 
award committee, will announce this year’s winner of the Outstanding 
Alumni Awards. We are so fortunate that Gary and his wife Mary, both 
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proud alums, have taken on almost full-time jobs as volunteers in service to 
their beloved alma mater. 
 
Jeff Faul, Class of 1978, Outstanding Alumni 
Michael Buckley, Class of 2002, Outstanding Young Alumni 
------------------------------------------------- 
 
Last year I spoke about Spartan Pride.  Pride in our extended family.  Pride 
in our students who make such a difference in our college and our 
community before they go out to make a difference in the world.   Pride in 
our exceptional faculty and staff.  Pride in the magical and wonderful ways 
we treat each other.  Pride in #343 Green.  Pride in what has become Straight 
A’s for Castleton: Academics, Arts and Athletics.  Pride in people over 
things in a college where, despite the dismal economy of the past few years, 
with many Vermont and New England colleges cutting back and laying off 
employees, Castleton continues to benefit from rising enrollments and a 
healthy and robust team of faculty and staff.  Pride in our beautiful 
buildings, fantastic facilities, and lovely landscaping.   
 
This summer our Facilities staff was again hard at work. 
 
The painting crew, comprised of student workers, applied over 230 gallons 
of paint, went through 280 roller covers and used 25,440 yards of masking 
tape. This may be too much information. 
 
In Adams Hall, the bathrooms in the suites were updated with new shower 
walls, shower controls and sink faucets.  
 
Adams Hall also got a new roof this summer.  
 
Adams, Wheeler and Morrill got new energy efficient heat circulator pumps. 
 
Ellis, Wheeler, Morrill and Haskell all got new heating tube bundles for the 
buildings.  Pretty exciting stuff.  
 
Ellis Hall got new carpeting in the hallways, tile in the student rooms, a 
complete painting and energy efficient LED lighting in the rooms.   
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We are in the process of improving the ventilation in Glenbrook Gym by 
replacing the original ventilation system with modern, energy efficient Air 
Handlers.   
 
And of course, our most exciting project was hooking up the Coffee Cottage 
to the town sewer system.  This is why you all came back. 
 
On a larger scale, we will celebrate the completion of Project 2012 on 
September 22 during Homecoming.  We will dedicate Hoff Hall, the first 
building in the state ever named for the governor who did more to support 
higher education than any other, and we will formally open the new 
Facilities Barns and the Pavilion, where future Convocations may be held.  
The Pavilion will also be the site of future graduations, orientations, large 
college meetings, and a variety of college and community activities, 
including concerts, complete with an attached clear span tent to 
accommodate up to 3000 guests when the event requires larger attendance.  
In the winter we will transform the Pavilion itself into a covered recreational 
skating rink, open to everyone at the college and in the community free of 
charge. 
 
With the completion of Project 2012, we will have accomplished everything 
we had dreamt of achieving when we inaugurated our ten year master plan a 
decade ago.  We have carefully and prudently invested $70 million into the 
infrastructure of our campus, all of it designed to enhance the academic and 
campus life experience for our students and to improve the working life of 
our spectacular staff.  Although this term has been used and abused in our 
recent national history, it is accurate to say: Mission Accomplished. 
 
There is much to celebrate. 
 
I recently announced that Dr. Colleen Klatt has been appointed Dean of 
College Advancement.  In this role Colleen will lead the reorganization and 
development of a newly formed division focused on advancement and 
integrated marketing communication initiatives.  We are hopeful that we will 
also provide better “customer service” and support to you and to all the 
various entities with whom we work and serve. 
  
The College Advancement Office will bring together several talented 
individuals from across campus, allowing for a centralized approach to 
future marketing and development projects.  The division will provide a 
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variety of services for the campus community: college relations, creative 
services, digital media, development, donor relations, alumni and parent 
relations, sports information, institutional grants, and institutional research.  
Collectively, this division will work to increase awareness, enhance the 
image of the college, and build support for Castleton in Vermont and across 
the country. 
 
We are in the process of reorganizing offices in Woodruff to accommodate 
these improvements, with more details to be forthcoming.   In the meantime, 
I feel fortunate to have Colleen in this new role.  She is the right person at 
the right time as we continue to move the college forward. 
 
This summer we received official ten year approval following the NEASC 
accreditation process that included hosting our visiting team last November.  
The report could not have been more positive for the college.  We were 
encouraged to undertake another multi-year strategic planning process, and 
of course we got started on that initiative this summer.  We were also 
encouraged to continue to improve assessment of academic programs. 
 
Here is a small sampling of what they said about us: 
 
• We commend Castleton for its preparation of a candid self-study that was 
developed over a two-year period through a highly participatory process.  
 
• We concur with the visiting team that the institution is accomplishing its 
mission as a "relationship-based institution" that provides both a quality 
liberal arts education and selected professional programs. 
 
• We note that the past decade has been a period of significant change for the 
institution, with dramatic enrollment growth, particularly at the 
undergraduate level, and a substantial increase in the number of students 
who live on campus.  
 
• We take favorable note of the College's commitment to civic engagement 
and community service and its success in serving students from 
educationally disadvantaged backgrounds.  
 
• The institution has recently undertaken a comprehensive reform of its 
teacher-preparation programs and has adopted an innovative curriculum that 
effectively combines education and the liberal arts.  
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• We are pleased to learn of improvements to the College's physical 
infrastructure, including expansion and renovation of the Science Center and 
the construction of new residence halls, and of the College's success in 
maintaining a sound financial position in spite of reductions to its state 
appropriation.  
 
• We share the judgment of the visiting team that, under the leadership of a 
"hard working, entrepreneurial" senior team that works in partnership with a 
qualified and dedicated faculty and staff, Castleton is well positioned to 
build upon the accomplishments of the past decade and continue its 
institutional development. 
 
Before we talk about that future, here are ten random thoughts regarding 
what I believe we might, and should not, take for granted, but remain special 
about our current life here at Castleton. 
 
1) The First Year Seminar, or FYS, program is and has been an exemplary 

program with very dedicated faculty and student leaders. The progress 
over the past year, which is bearing early fruit right now, has been the 
strengthening of the FYS-Student Orientation Staff partnership, which 
has been more connected this year than ever before. 

2) Through the dedicated efforts of two faculty committees, we have created 
Castleton's first Certificate for Civic Engagement—a signature program 
that graduated its first two recipients this past May and can be earned by 
students in any major. 

3) Kudos to our entire Residence Life staff, because with the completion of 
Hoff Hall we have increased our capacity for on-campus living by close 
to 40% in the past eight years.  With this increase in capacity we 
consistently see a rise in how many students wish to remain on campus. It 
is clear that the Residence Life team knows how to sustain a sense of 
community. 

4) We are spoiled by the day to day beauty and tender, loving care of our 
campus, which is gorgeous – the lawns, flowers and overall maintenance 
and landscaping create an atmosphere that instills Spartan Pride. 

5) We often recognize our stellar Admissions staff, who were employees of 
the semester last year, but it is worth mentioning that we had a 25% 
increase in applications this year and our friends in Admissions handled 
the huge increase without any additional staff. 
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6) Ten Spartan apple trees have been planted near the Observatory. The 
Spartan is an all-purpose medium sized apple that is a cross between the 
traditional Vermont McIntosh and the Newtown Pippin apple. Professor 
Helen Mango offered the Spartan suggestion and Pratico’s Landscaping 
in Rutland, responsible for much of the beautiful new plantings across 
campus, made it happen. The Spartan is a great snacking apple and 
makes excellent applesauce.  How many colleges grow their own 
mascot? 

7) At the close of the spring semester our students, led by graduating senior 
Lindsey Gullett and current senior Brett Zeggil, set a world record by 
playing dodgeball for 41 straight hours as a fundraiser for needy children 
in Africa.  This summer we received official documentation from the 
Guinness Book of World Records.  Like so many other wonderful 
innovations at Castleton, this was a student initiative. 

8) Students who visit the Academic Support Center earn higher GPAs and 
graduate at higher rates than their peers. Last year over 800 students 
received individual or small group services from our caring and talented 
staff, representing 4,713 separate meetings, including the year’s most 
frequent flyer who visited 134 times.  Students succeed and students 
graduate. 

9) Writing Standards here 
10) This summer we had a record number of visitors for the many 

activities that were organized and hosted by our amazing Conferences 
and Events staff.  Kudos to Lori Phillips and Brigette Olson for working 
day and night throughout the summer to open up our campus and bring in 
needed revenue for the college.  With our new facilities, this trend will 
grow, for the benefit of all. 

 
Today we celebrate these reflections on the past decade of renaissance, as 
well as the aspirations that guide us into the next decade. 
 
 
Aspirations 
 
We are at a crossroads. 
 
The financial challenge to secure our future is critical.  I am certain that you 
are aware of the critical fiscal problems that have plagued public and private 
colleges and universities in the recent economic downturns.  Most of these 
colleges have cut back on staffing.  We have been fortunate that during the 
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past few years no one at Castleton has lost their job due to financial 
problems.  We have made non-personnel cuts that are not mission critical, 
but over the years this can take its toll. 
 
Castleton is not immune from those pressures.  Over the past few years we 
have made strategic investments that have benefited our students and the 
college, and those efforts will continue, especially in the interest of 
maintaining our competitive edge in attracting and retaining high quality 
students. 
 
These pressures have been caused by level or lower state appropriations over 
the last few years, such that the state share of supporting Castleton has 
plummeted to close to 9% of our overall budget.  Our state allocation is 
lower than it was six years ago.  This is the lowest share of supporting 
higher education in the nation, and it is not likely to change in the near 
future with this economy.  Furthermore, our Board has been united in 
restraining tuition increases.  These are our two major revenue sources, and 
they have not even kept pace with inflation. 
 
Our goal in setting budgets has been to provide the best possible educational 
experience for our students as we also take care of the people who work 
here.   
  
If state appropriations and tuition, our two major revenue sources, are no 
longer sufficient to fund the college, securing our future will require us to be 
creative and entrepreneurial in seeking new revenues.   Our talented and 
diligent Development Office has been successful in continuing to increase 
annual giving to the college every year.    
 
However, we need to strengthen other ventures that support the college.  
One is to continue to increase business for our highly successful 
Conferences and Events office, opening our current and future facilities for 
the public benefit and the college’s reward.  Another strategy is to continue 
our statewide expansion of the Castleton Center for Schools, growing our 
programs and institutes that serve Vermont and, coincidentally, bring in 
needed revenue for the college.  Another example is the successfully 
renovated and now thriving Spartan Arena in Rutland Town.  Our most 
recent entrepreneurial venture is the new Castleton Polling Institute, the first 
in Vermont and now garnering national recognition for the college while 
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providing survey research experience with compensation for interested and 
capable students. 
 
Securing our future is more than a series of strategic financial decisions. 
 
Our enrollment, including recruitment and retention, continues on its 
planned trajectory and remains under our targeted cap of 2000 on campus 
full time undergraduates.  The gradual increase in our enrollment is 
consistent with our overall plan for improving the quality and number of our 
students.  We could easily have reached 2000 several years ago, but it has 
been our intention to build a talented and motivated student body. The 
increase in our enrollment and in the number of residential students has been 
critical to meeting our budget needs over the past decade.  It has also been 
our practice to preserve our relationship-based campus climate that provides 
a warm embrace to our extended family of students, faculty and staff.  This 
is the small college with the big heart.  That cannot and will not change. 
 
It is clear to me that we need to preserve all that we love about our campus 
family, but it is also imperative that, if we are to survive and thrive, we need 
to grow.   
 
Just how much we grow, and how we grow, will be resolved in the coming 
months.  We have initiated a new planning initiative, co-chaired by 
Academic Dean Tony Peffer and English Department Chair Denny 
Shramek, that is developing a new Castleton Plan.  This blueprint for the 
future will identify strategic enrollment targets for both undergraduate and 
graduate programs, some of which have yet to be developed and 
implemented.  We will also pay very close attention to the staffing needs for 
current and future programs.  It is likely that we will see planned growth on 
a very manageable and human scale at the undergraduate level, along with 
new, innovative and exemplary programs at the graduate level.  We will also 
need to examine our infrastructure, technology needs and student services 
requirements as we grow our student population, albeit in a carefully 
planned way.  I invite you to participate in this ongoing dialogue. 
 
Our vision moving forward is a testament to the remarkable progress of the 
past decade.  We are proud of what we have accomplished together in the 
past eleven years and for doing it in a way that embraces our rich history and 
enhances our cherished traditions. 
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Modernizing technology, for both students and staff, has been the focus of 
the new Task Force on Teaching and Learning Technology, capably co-
chaired by Communications Professor Bob Gershon and Associate 
Academic Dean Yasmine Ziesler.  Faculty members will be surveyed by the 
Task Force regarding current and future needs, and we will develop a plan 
that will address enhanced connectivity, hardware, software, professional 
development, and discipline specific technological innovations.  We will 
also pursue more advanced modernization of the web and resources utilized 
by students and staff.  The challenge is clear.  How do we become the high 
tech, high touch college we need to be?  How do we develop an expectation 
and support for portable, connected devices for all faculty and students?  
Stay tuned. 
 
Another summer endeavor has involved the reinvention of summer at 
Castleton.  The Summer Task Force, chaired and guided by new Associate 
Dean and History Professor Jonathan Spiro, has been tackling the issues 
related to innovative programming, expanding summer conferences, 
developing new hybrid, online, low residency graduate programs, and 
expanding new opportunities for students and faculty.  Stay tuned. 
 
So today please join me in celebrating the small college with the big heart.   
 
We celebrate how uniquely fortunate we are for the warm embrace of our 
extended family at Castleton.   
 
We celebrate that which is so special, some of which we may take for 
granted.   
 
We celebrate a mission accomplished, as we recognize the significant 
financial and strategic challenges ahead of us.   
 
We celebrate the beginning of a new Castleton Plan, knowing that the future 
of this great college, now recognizing 225 years of exemplary achievement, 
is now firmly, confidently, lovingly, in our collective hands. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 
 


